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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose the use of equivalent velocity models for processing multicomponent VSP data. 
An equivalent continuous velocity model is used for the joint processing of zero-offset and offset VSP 
data with a unified velocity model. An equivalent anisotropy velocity model is used for processing walk-
away VSP and 3D VSP data. Field data examples are presented to illustrate the methods and in all cases 
improved VSP imaging is achieved. 

Introduction 

Equivalent velocities are commonly used in seismic data processing, such as average velocity, stacking 
velocity, migration velocity etc. In practice, various velocity models have been used, such as, 
homogeneous velocity model, layered velocity model and continuous velocity model.   The advantage of 
using an equivalent continuous velocity model is that seismic velocity can be described as a function of 
depth. A common approach is to represent the velocity as a linear function of depth (Slotnick, 1936).    

kzVVz += 0        ,         （1） 
where zV  is the velocity at depth z , 0V  is the initial velocity at depth 0=z (intercept), and k is the 
gradient (the rate of variation of velocity with depth). 
 
There are also other velocity-depth functions (Kaufman, 1953), such as the exponential form (Faust, 
1951), 

n
z AzV /1=     ,              （2） 

where A and n are constants, and the square root form: 
2/1)( EzWVz +=  ,      （3） 

where W and E are also constants. The square-root form is similar to the velocity function produced by 
Houston (1939). 
 
The velocities of sedimentary rocks may vary sharply with depth as shown in sonic logging curves. The 
layered velocity model as often used in seismic data processing is only the low-frequency representation 
of the velocity curves.  This representation is non-unique when fitting real data with different velocity 
functions (M.Alchalabi,1997). Since the seismic wavelength is often much longer than the thickness of 
the sedimentary sequences, equivalent velocity models thus become necessary.  

Velocity variations in VSP data processing  

Unlike in zero-offset VSP surveys, the raypath in offset VSP surveys is non-vertical and often bends due 
to vertical inhomogeneities. If a homogeneous straight ray-path is used for velocity inversion, the velocity 
obtained from near horizontal raypaths will be higher than the velocity obtained from near-vertical 
raypaths. Furthermore, if the lower vertical velocity is used for moveout correction of the upgoing waves 
in the offset VSPs, the moveout will not be aligned properly and the resulting image will be distorted as 
shown in Figure 1, where the horizontal events are bent after applying NMO with vertical velocities. The 
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difference between the vertical and horizontal velocities is the well-known phenomenon of layering-
induced anisotropy and an equivalent anisotropy velocity model may then be constructed accordingly.  
 
During the processing of zero-offset VSP data, the first break times are often used to calculate the interval 
velocity between two receivers. This leads to the construction of an equivalent layered velocity model and 
the accuracy of the model is determined by the receiver interval. The smaller the receiver interval, the 
higher the accuracy of the velocity model, but the higher of the acquisition cost is. In practice, smaller 
receiver intervals are often used at the target depth than in the overburden. In 3D VSPs, the number of 
receivers is often very limited due to cost implications. As a result, the calculated equivalent layered 
velocity model is often not sufficiently accurate, and cannot ensure the correct calculation of traveltimes, 
introducing errors in both VSP-CDP sections and migrated sections.  
 
Here, the theory of equivalent velocity models is applied to deal with the above issues. An equivalent 
continuous velocity model is used for processing of zero-offset and offset VSP data, and an equivalent 
anisotropy velocity model is used for processing walk-away VSP and 3D VSP data.  

Equivalent continuous velocity model 

Using the equivalent continuous velocity model to process offset VSP data, first break times have to be 
picked jointly with zero-offset VSP data.  For simplicity, we define the equivalent continuous velocity as 
a linear function of depth, modified from equation (1):  

)1(0 zVVz β+= ,                                         (4) 
where β  is a coefficient related to the gradient k.  
 
Given the first arrival time in zero-offset and offset VSP records as 0t and 1t  respectively, the distance 
between the source and the borehole x  and the depth of receiver z , the following equation may be used to 
determine the equivalent continuous velocity model, following the method in Lu (1988),  

)1ln(00 ztV ββ += .                                    (5) 

Letting                                                 )1ln(
0

1
10 zt

ttV ββα +== , 

we find  
   0))(1()1(1 222 =++−+++ −ααβββ eezzx  .        (6) 

In equation (6), the only unknown parameter is β . Solving equation (6) for β  and substituting it into 
equation (4), the equivalent velocity zV  in any depth can be calculated. Given the receiver depth, the 
equivalent velocity function can be used to calculate the first arrival times. This method ensures that the 
picked traveltimes match the calculated first arrival times. This model can then be used to process both 
the zero-offset VSP data and the offset VSP data.  
 
The above method is applied to the data in Figure 1. The calculated equivalent velocity model is used for 
NMO, and VSP-CDP transform.  The final VSP-CDP sections are shown in Figure 2. Another offset VSP 
example of using the equivalent continuous velocity model is shown in Figure 3.  

Equivalent anisotropy velocity model 

From the zero-offset and offset VSP data, we can see that the velocity derived from the offset VSP data is 
larger than the velocity derived from the zero-offset VSP data due to the vertical variation of seismic 
velocities. This induces effective anisotropy in the data, and an equivalent anisotropic velocity model can 
therefore be used to process the data. This is particularly useful for processing walk-away VSPs, 
walkaround  VSPs and 3D VSPs.  
 
We denote the vertical (90 degree) seismic velocity as Vv, the horizontal (0 degree) velocity as Vh, and the 
velocity at the direction of α degree from the horizontal as Vα, satisfying,  
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                                                        222
zx VVV +=α   ,                        (7) 

where Vx and Vz are the horizontal and vertical components (projections) of Vα. Assuming an equivalent 
elliptical velocity model gives,  
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Let’s denote the source-well distance as x, the receiver depth as z. The vertical velocity above depth z can 
be calculated from the first arrival time t0 at depth z in the zero-offset VSP, that is,  

Vv=z/t0.                                       (9) 
 
Vh can be obtained from the offset VSP data. Suppose the first arrival time at depth z and offset x in the 
offset VSP is tα, where α is determined by x and z, 

xz /tan =α .                            (10) 
Note that,  

αα αααα sin;cos;)( 2222 VVVVtzxV zx ==+= . (11) 
Substituting equation (11) into equation (8) and solving for Vh , yields,  
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Therefore, the equivalent anisotropic velocity model can be determined from zero-offset and offset VSP 
data using equations (9) and (12). The determined model can be used in ray tracing, NMO and VSP-CDP 
transformations. Figure 4 shows the processing results of a walk-away VSP dataset using this method. 

Conclusions 

We have presented a method for processing multicomponent VSP data using equivalent velocity models. 
There are two types of equivalent models. One is a model of continuous velocity variation with depth.  
The other is an equivalent anisotropy velocity model. The first model is normally used in offset VSP data 
processing. The latter can be used in walk-away, walkaround and 3D VSP data processing. Applications 
to real data show significant improvements.  
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Figure 1. The problem: bending of  horizontal     Figure 2. VSP-CDP sections using equivalent continuous velocity model  
      events through using vertical velocities                      Left is the P-wave section and right is the converted P-S wave  
 

 
Figure 3. VSP data processing using the equivalent continuous velocity model. 

Left is the P-wave section and right is converted the P-S converted wave section 
 

Figure 4 Walk-away VSP-CDP sections using the equivalent anisotropy velocity model. 
Middle is the P-wave section and right is the converted P-S wave section 


